
 

 

Motivation: The needs, wants, interests and desire that propel people in various directions.  

Motivation involves goal-directed behaviour. 

Motivation and emotion are closely linked. They affect each other.   Motivation  Emotions 

 We often experience emotions when our motives and goals are rewarded, threatened or 

ended. 

 Emotions can also motivate us to act (e.g. anger can start a fight) 

Instincts – Inherited characteristics that produce an automatic response when given a certain 

stimulus. Instincts are common to all members of a species, and propel them to somewhat 

predictably behave. 

 

Drive Theory – Our internal physiology pushes 

us in certain direction to achieve homeostatis, 

a state of physiological equilibrium or 

stability. 

E.g. when we are cold our body generates 

heat by shivering; when hot our body 

perspires. 

Drive – an internal state of tension that 

motivates an organism to engage in activities 

that should reduce this tension. Hunger is a drive that causes discomfort, which motivates us to eat 

to reduce discomfort. Drive theory explains biological motives, but not social motives 

 Incentive Theory – External (environmental) factors pull people in certain directions. Incentive 

theories can account for some motives which cannot be explained by drive theory, like eating to 

simply indulge. Incentives are external goals that can motivate us like: ice cream, social approval, an 

A on an exam, work promotion… 

Evolutionary Theories – analyses link between adaptive value and behavioural processes.  

Darwin’s theory of evolution: Heritable characteristics that provide a survival or reproductive 

advantage are more likely to be passed onto subsequent generations. 

Motives like aggression, dominance and sex drive can be explained by the idea that they provide a 

reproductive or survival advantage. For example, dominance in males can be beneficial because it 

may be more desire by females, intimidate rivals in competition, and facilitate more resources which 

may increase mating opportunities. 

Achievement Motive – Atkinson modelled the tendency to pursue achievement in terms of: 

 Strength of one’s motivation (a personality trait) 

 Probability of success 

 Incentive value (reward) 

MOTIVES 

Biological examples Social examples 

Hunger Achievement 

Thirst Affiliation (social bonds) 

Sleep/rest Autonomy (independence) 

Sex Dominance 

Temperature Exhibition (making 
impressions) 

Excretory Play 



Eating 

Appetite (motivation to eat) includes different factors.  

Biological: neural pathways in brain regulate hunger, hormones control hunger 

Environmental (external):  

 Availability (quantity & variety) 

 Palatability (taste) 

 Learned Habits  

o Acquired preference due to culture (eg. some countries eat grasshoppers) 

o Time intervals between meals, social convention 

 Stress  increased eating in attempt to improve mood 

 

Sex Drive – Males think about sex more, more likely to initiate sex, prefer more partners. 

  

Physiological Stages: excitement  plateau  orgasm phase  resolution phase 

 

Kinsey modelled sexual 

orientation on a gradual 

scale, proposing that 

sexual orientation is not 

usually an absolute 

answer; there are 

progressive stages of 

hetero/homosexuality. 

 

 

It is found that homosexuality is more prevalent in gay people’s identical twins than their fraternal 

twins, which in turn is more prevalent than their adoptive siblings. This suggests that genetic factors 

influence sexual orientation. 

 

 



Emotions are states of feeling that affect behaviour. They operate like aroused motives that energise 

and direct behaviour.  

Most emotions are negative, which also have more powerful behavioural effects, thus studied more. 

Common features of emotional state: 

 Triggered by internal/external stimuli 

 Cognitive appraisal of the meaning & significance of the stimuli (personal and subjective) 

 Physiological response (bodily arousal) to the cognitive appraisal 

o Autonomic nervous system regulates activity of glands, smooth muscles & blood 

vessels 

o Autonomic arousal is ultimately controlled by structures in the brain 

 Behavioural expression 

 

Polygraphs measure physiological responses such as respiration, heart rate and skin conductance 

(increases with sweat gland activity) to indicate if people are lying. 

However, they are not reliable as they detect similar physiological responses for any emotional 

arousal. It is difficult to distinguish whether the subject is lying or merely anxious about the content 

of the question. 55% of innocent people were judged guilty 

Eg. When someone is asked if he had ever committed rape, the subject may be disgusted by the 

general idea of rape and may experience a bodily response that is common to several emotions 

including guilt. In conclusion, polygraphs are useful however cannot be used as evidence. 

 

There are 6 fundamental emotions:  happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, shame, disgust.  

These are the most recognisable emotions from facial expression. 

Facial Feedback Hypothesis: Facial muscles send signals to the brain, which help the brain to 

recognize experienced emotions. According to this, smiles, frowns, burrowed brows help create 

subjective experience of emotions. Studies show that if people mimic facial expressions, they tend to 

feel the associated emotion to some degree. 

 

Cultural and Emotional Experience 

Ekman and Friesen did cross-cultural comparisons of people’s ability to recognize emotions from 

facial expressions. Results suggested that emotions are recognized the same consistently across 

cultures. However, there are some cross-cultural differences in emotional experience. 

- Japanese culture encourages experience of socially engaging emotions   exhibited more 

- North American culture encourages experience of socially disengaging emotions   exhibited more 

There are many emotions that have words for in English, but not in other languages. 

eg. Tahitians have no word for ‘sadness,’ Chinese have no word for ‘depression.’ 

Raramuri Indians use the same word for ‘shame’ and ‘guilt’ but still convey separate feelings for 

these emotions. This suggests that cultural disparities in naming emotions may not reflect 

differences in processing emotions. 



Display rules are norms that regulate the appropriate expression of emotions. They prescribe when, 

how, and to whom people can show various emotions. These norms vary across cultures, as do 

attitudes about specific emotions. 

- Eg. The Ifaluk (pacific-island culture) restrict expression of happiness because they believe this 

emotion leads to neglecting their duties. 

- The Japanese are socialised to mask negative emotions in public. 

 

THEORIES OF EMOTION 

Common sense – Conscious experience of emotion (due to a stimulus) causes autonomic arousal.  

 

James-Lange – Our perception of autonomic arousal causes the conscious experience of an emotion. 

(opposite of common sense) 

 

1. Different patterns of autonomic activation lead to different emotions 

2. Physiological changes are slow 

3. Severed neural connections do not remove emotions 

4. Drug induced physiological arousal does not produce genuine emotion 

Cannon – argued that autonomic arousal can occur without emotion (eg. vigorous exercise) 

- argued that visceral changes are too slow to precede conscious experience of emotion 

- argued that people experiencing very  different emotions (joy, anger, fear) exhibit similar patterns 

of autonomic arousal that are not readily distinguishable. 

Cannon-Bard – emotion occurs when the thalamus sends signals to the cortex (creating the 

conscious experience of emotion) AND to the autonomic nervous system (creating bodily arousal) 

SIMULTANEOUSLY. 

They had the correct idea about emotions originating in the subcortical brain structure, except it’s 

not the thalamus. 



 

 

Schachter’s Two-Factor Theory – Emotional experience depends on autonomic arousal, followed by 

the cognitive interpretation of that arousal. He combines aspects of James-Lange and Cannon-Bard 

by arguing that people look to EXTERNAL cues to distinguish/label their specific emotions. 

 

 

Limitation to the theory – Subjects are not limited to the immediate situation.  

 

Charles Darwin believed that emotions developed because of their adaptive value.  

Fear would help an organism avoid danger and thus aids in survival. 

 

Implications of Emotions 

 Anger is associated with impulsive eating – fast, careless eating. Joy is associated with indulgent 

eating. Negative emotions cause tendency to eat as it makes us feel better by providing 

distraction. 

 Hostile individuals have a greater risk of hypertension, heart conditions, and death. 

 Sad movies slow down blood flow, which induces more strain on the heart! Comedy does 

opposite. 

 Emotions drive us to make decisions, they may have positive or negative impact. 

 In sport, achievements/errors impact your emotion, which affects your behaviour and energy 

levels.  



  

 

Francis Galton found that success tended to run within some families. More successful/prominent 

people had “inherited mental constitutions.” 

Galton devised measurements of reaction time, hand strength and sensory acuity. BUT these were 

“nervous system efficiency” measures and were found to be unrelated to academic/occupational 

success 

 

Alfred Binet set out to identify children who needed special education. 

He made the following assumptions: 

 Mental ability improves with age 

 Rate in gaining mental competence is constant over time 

 Binet asked teachers’ input on problem solving skills of different aged school children. 

He developed a “standardised interview” to determine if individual children performed at an age-

appropriate mental level. 

Mental age: The equivalent age of mental ability  

Chronological age: Actual biological age 

Intelligent Quotient (IQ) = (Mental Age / Chronological Age) x 100 

However, this relationship cannot be used validly for all ages. During adulthood, mental competence 

slows down... example, a 80 year old with a mental age of 20 does not mean his IQ = 25! 

Different scales are used to measure mental performance. Intelligence score is based on 

performance relative to a large, representative sample of same-age people. 

 - Stanford-Binet:  suitable for ages 2+ 

 - Wechsler scales: different scales for children & adults 

These scales distinguish between verbal IQ and performance IQ  

Psychological test: method for measuring individual differences related to some psychological 

concept, or construct, based on a sample of relevant behaviour in a scientifically designed and 

controlled situation. 

 

Uses of Intelligence Tests: 

 - preliminary screening 

 - identification & classification 

 - provides estimates of achievement and aptitude 

  

Achievement: How much a person has learned, which can predict how much they can learn.  

Aptitude: The potential for future learning. This depends less on prior learning.  

 

The 7 primary mental abilities: 



 Space 

 Verbal comprehension 

 Word Fluency 

 Number Facility 

 Perceptual speed (reaction time) 

 Rote memory 

 Reasoning 

 

Cattell-Horn two-factor definition 

Crystallised intelligence: ability to apply previous knowledge to a new problem (eg. Maths) 

- Involves retrieval of knowledge, increases with age 

Fluid intelligence: ability to solve a fresh problem without previous knowledge (eg. Abstract 

reasoning) - - Affected by processing speed & working memory capacity 

 

Other notions of Intelligence 

- Linguistic, logical-mathematical, visuospatial 

- Musical, bodily-kinesthetic 

- Interpersonal, intrapersonal 

- Naturalistic  

 

Differences between people’s intelligence 

 People that are more genetically alike have similar IQ. The more the genes 2 people share, 

the closer their IQ will be.  

 Siblings raised together will have similar IQ relative to siblings raised apart. 

 In conclusion – Intelligence is influenced by heredity & environment. 

 Socio-cultural differences can influence the performance in intelligence tests. 

o Different versions of tests are made for different cultures  

 Eg. Australian & US have different versions of Wechsler scales. 

 Flynn Effect – IQ is steadily increasing generationally 

o Unsolved mystery but it certainly involves environmental factors: 

 Better nutrition? 

 Increased schooling access? 

  



  
 

 
Development: the sequence of age-related changes that occur as a person progresses from 
conception to death.  
Development is due to both biological maturation (nature) AND environmental interactions 
(nurture). 
 

• Physical development – changes in body size and proportions, skeletal growth, motor skills  

• Perceptual development – vision, touch, taste, smell and hearing (the 5 senses) 

• Cognitive development – language, attention, memory, reasoning and problem-solving  

• Social development – personality, emotional, moral, socialization 

 
Life Span Stages 

1. PRENATAL PERIOD 

a. Germinal stage (first 2 wks) – conception  implantation (placenta forms) 

b. Embryonic stage (2 wks - 2 months) – vital organs and systems form 

c. Fetal stage (2 months - birth) – bodily growth, movement capability, brain cells 

multiply 

 

2. CHILDHOOD 

3. ADOLESCENCE   Development of:  Personality Cognition  Morals 

4. ADULTHOOD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Prenatal Development (conception  birth) 

 

Germinal Stage (first 2 weeks) 

 Conception occurs when a sperm and an egg form a zygote, which develops into many cells, 

each containing a nucleus, which have chromosomes that house many genes. Genes carry 

the details of your hereditary transmission, which are gradually revealed throughout life. 

 The placenta provides the embryo with oxygen and nutrients through the mother’s 

bloodstream. 

o The mother’s eating habits, drug use and physical health can affect prenatal 

development and have long-term health consequences. 

o Maternal Malnutrition may have negative effects DECADES after the child’s birth. 

 Linked to psychiatric orders like schizophrenia in adolescence/early 

adulthood. 

 Low birth weight  increase risk of heart disease, diabetes and obesity as 

adult. 

o Maternal Drug Use – tobacco, alcohol, prescription drugs, recreational drugs 

 Heroin  babies are born addicted to narcotics, increased risk of early 

death 

 Cocaine  Birth complications and childhood cognitive deficits 

 Fetal Alcohol syndrome  microcephaly (small head), heart defects, 

irritability, hyperactivity, delayed mental and motor development 

 Related to increased incidence of depression, suicide, and criminal 

behaviour in adulthood 

 

Embryonic stage (2 wks - 2 months) – vital organs and systems form 

 Initially, embryo is less than an inch long and has a tail 

 By the end, embryo looks distinctly human, fingers/toes developed , tail shrunken 

 All the basic body parts form thus it is a period of great vulnerability, can lead to birth 

defects 



 

 

 

Fetal stage (2 months - birth) 

 Skeletal structures harden  physical movement capability 

 First 2 months = rapid bodily growth, organs grow and start functioning 

 Final 5 months = Brain cells multiply rapidly, digestive systems mature 

o Age of Viability: 22-26 weeks, survival rate is 85% at 26 weeks 

o Birth weight is the best predictor of survival 

 

ERIKSON’S THEORY OF PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT 

Erik Erikson devised a stage theory of personality development that was based on Freud’s earlier 

work. 

Stage: A development period which characteristic patterns of behaviour are exhibited and certain 

capacities become established. 

 People move through 8 specified stages in a set order as each stage builds on the previous 

stage 

 Progress through the stages is strongly related to age 

 Each stage marks a psychosocial crisis – a potential turning point, a ‘fork in the road’ 

 Personality is shaped by HOW we deal with these crises 



  

 

 

 

Childhood 

Stage Age Crisis Question 

1  0-1 Trust vs Mistrust Is my world predictable and supportive? 

2   1-3  Autonomy vs Shame & Doubt Can I do things myself or must I rely on others? 

3 3-5 Initiative vs Guilt Am I good or bad? 

4 5-puberty Industry vs Inferiority  Am I successful or worthless? 

 

Stage 1 

If infant is warmly cared for  sense of trust 

If infant is poorly cared for  sense of mistrust and pessimism.  

Stage 2 

If early efforts to regulate behavior (e.g. toilet training) succeed  sense of autonomy 

(independence) 

If parents are never satisfied with child’s efforts  sense of shame and self-doubt 

Stage 3 

Parents who support child’s emerging independence while maintaining appropriate controls  



initiative 

Over-controlling parents  feelings of guilt 

Stage 4 

Children who function effectively at school  sense of industry 

Children who feel inadequate at school  sense of inferiority 

 

Adolescence 

Stage 5 – Identity vs Role Confusion 

Identity Crisis – the struggle to achieve stable self-concept – “Who am I, and where am I going?” 

 

Causes of identity crisis: 

 Rapid physical changes  self-image 

 Advances in cognitive processes  introspection 

 Decisions about occupational direction require contemplation 

Identity Statuses 

James Marcia – the presence/absence of Crisis & Commitment can combine to produce 4 types of 

identity status. 

 Identity Achievement – sense of self and direction achieved after considering alternative 

options 

 Identity Foreclosure – premature commitment to vision, values and roles prescribed by 

parents 

 Identity Moratorium – Delaying commitment to experiment with alternative ideologies. 

 Identity Diffusion – Refusal to confront the challenge of charting a life course and 

committing to an ideology. 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Identity Achievement and Moratorium increases with age (crisis present) 

 Identity foreclosure and diffusion decrease with age (crisis absent) 

 

Adulthood 

Stage Crisis Question 

6 – Early adulthood Intimacy vs Isolation Shall I share my life with another, or live 
alone? 

7 – Mid adulthood Generativity vs self-
absorption 

Will I produce something of real value? 

8 – Late adulthood Integrity vs Despair Have I lived a full life or have I failed? 

 

Stage 6 

Most young adults develop the capacity to share intimacy with others, but some remain distant 

Stage 7 

Most people develop concern for welfare of future generation  unselfish guidance to younger 

people 

Stage 8 

Some people find meaning/satisfaction in their lives, others dwell on mistakes of the past and on 

their impending death. 

 

PIAGET’S THEORY OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 

Introduction 

Jean Piaget studied children’s thinking from 1920 – 1980. His studies show how children’s thinking 

differs fundamentally from adults. As children mature, their thinking changes qualitatively. 

Assimilation involves interpreting new experiences in terms of existing mental structures. 

e.g. A child may be given an apple and call it a ball. 

Accommodation involves CHANGING mental structures in response to new experiences.  

e.g. A child learns to differentiate between an apple and a ball. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Piaget’s stage theory 

 

 

1.  Sensorimotor Period (0-2 yrs)  

 Infants develop coordination of sensory input and motor skills. 

 Little/no capacity for symbolic representation 

 Development of object permanence 

o The realization that objects still exist when hidden from sight 

o Primitive signs of OP shown around 7-8 months but not mastered until 18 months. 

o When OP is achieved, infants start to use mental images to represent absent objects 

(first step to symbolic thinking)  

 

2. Preoperational Period (2-7 yrs) 

 Develop symbolic thought 

 Lack of conservation (awareness that physical quantities remain constant despite change in 

appearance/shape. Due to: 

o Centration – tendency to focus one feature of 

a problem, while neglecting other features 

(respect to width is neglected in beaker 

problem) 

o Irreversibility – inability to visualise the 

reverse of an operation 

 Egocentrism – limited ability to share another 

person’s viewpoint. Egocentric thinkers believe that everyone agrees with their own 

viewpoint. 

 

 



3. Concrete Operational Period (7-11 yrs) 

 Mental operations applied to concrete objects and events 

 Reversibility and decentration established, gradually helps to the: 

o Mastery of conservation 

o Mastery of hierarchical conversation (a group of cats and dogs has more ANIMALS 

than either cats or dogs) 

 Conservation tests regarding different concepts are used 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Formal 

Operational Period (11 – adulthood) 

 Mental operations applied to abstract concepts (in addition to concrete objects) 

 Develop logical, systematic thinking 

 Consider hypotheticals 

  

Limitations of Piaget’s Theory 

 Piaget underestimated young children’s cognitive development. 

o Research has shown that infants understand object permanence much earlier than 

Piaget thought. 

 Youngsters often simultaneously display thinking that is in different stages 

o Are stages even necessary?  

 Piaget underestimated cultural influence on cognitive development 

 

Vygotsky – children acquire most of their culture’s cognitive skills and problem-solving strategies 

through collaborative dialogues with more experienced members of their society.  

 

KOHLBERG’S THEORY OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT 

Lawrence Kohlberg’s influential model describes developmental changes in youngsters’ reasoning 

about right and wrong.  

Building upon Piaget’s theory, Kohlberg proposed that cognitive development  moral reasoning. 



 Kohlberg asked subjects with moral questions like Heinz’s dilemma (husband steals medicine for 

dying wife…)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preconventional Morality 

Preconventional reasoning declines with age. 

 Stage 1 – Punishment orientation 

Children pay little attention to judging morality, they only behave morally to avoid 

punishment. 

Punishment means wrong. 

 Stage 2 – Naive Reward orientation 

Children are motivated to follow rules/share stuff in order to gain physical rewards. 

Reward means right. 

 

Conventional Morality 

Conventional reasoning increases til age 13 then declines. 

 Stage 3 – Good boy/good girl orientation 

Conformity to rules to win approval of friends/relatives as a “virtuous person” 

 Stage 4 – Authority orientation 

Conformity to social conventions/laws, which are rigidly followed to maintain social order. 

 


